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Abstract: Profiled ion-exchange membranes are promising for improving the parameters of reverse
electrodialysis due to the reduction of pumping power and electrical resistance. The smooth com-
mercial heterogeneous cation-exchange MK-40 and anion-exchange MA-41 membranes were chosen
as the initial membranes. Profiled membranes with three different types of surface profiles were
obtained by hot pressing the initial membranes. The bilayer membranes were made on the basis
of single-layer profiled membranes by casting MF-4SK film on the profiled surfaces. The diffusion
permeability of all types of single-layer and bilayer profiled membranes was higher than of the initial
ones due to the appearance of large defects on their surface during pressing. The conductivity of the
profiled membrane was lower in the diluted solution and higher in the concentrated solution than
of the initial one for all samples except for the bilayer anion-exchange membrane. The conductivity
of that sample was lower than that of the initial anion-exchange MA-41 membrane over the entire
range of studied concentrations. The counter-ion transport numbers for all studied membranes were
calculated based on the concentration dependences of conductivity and diffusion permeability of
the membrane by the microheterogeneous model. The selectivity of single layer and bilayer profiled
membranes became lower after their profiling due to the increase of the solution phases of membranes.
The asymmetry of the current-voltage curves for all single-layer and bilayer profiled membranes was
found. The application of the single layer and bilayer profiled membranes in reverse electrodialysis
did not lead to an increase in power density.

Keywords: profiled ion-exchange membrane; reverse electrodialysis; current-voltage curve;
conductivity; diffusion permeability; microheterogeneous model; selectivity

1. Introduction

At the present time, a big demand for the development of alternative ways of energy
production comes from the global economy. It is constantly growing due to the need to
reduce the use of fossil fuels. One of the promising sources of renewable energy is the
energy obtained by mixing two salt fluxes of different concentrations [1–7]. Theoretically,
electrical power of 2400 GW can be obtained by mixing the runoff of all rivers with ocean
water, but only 40% of this power can be technically utilized [8]. This potential can be used
in coastal areas by mixing river water with sea water using reverse electrodialysis (RED).

Although the principle of RED technology has been known for almost 70 years [9],
significant efforts are required to study the real potential of such a process. The RED stack
consists of alternately stacked cation-exchange membranes (CEMs) and anion-exchange
membranes (AEMs) and is used to get the Gibbs energy released by mixing solutions of various
concentrations. The power characteristic of the RED process depends on the membranes
properties [1,3,10–12], the electrolyte solutions flow velocities across the RED stack [2,13–16],
salinity ratio [13,14,16,17], the construction peculiarities of the RED stack [13,18], the solutions
composition [16,19,20], and the temperature or its gradient [20,21].
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The main problems of RED are the relatively low net power density per membrane
area and the high cost of electricity generated due to the cost of the ion-exchange mem-
branes (IEMs). Therefore, it is necessary to use highly efficient and inexpensive membrane
materials for RED [7,22]. The lower the electrical resistance of the RED stack and pumping
power are, the higher the net power density is. The nonconducting spacers are used to
separate the neighboring membranes, but it leads to an increase in the electrical resistance
and a decrease in the IEMs area available to counter-ion flux due to the shadow effect.
Besides, spacers are the main source of hydraulic resistance compared to empty chan-
nels [6,8]. The use of the profiled membranes instead of smooth ones allows the refusal to
abandon the use of nonconducting spacers. Also, there is an increase in the received power
as a result of a decrease in the hydrodynamic resistance [6,23–26]. In addition, profiling
heterogeneous IEMs can significantly improve their electrochemical characteristics, such
as conductivity [27]. However, Gurreri et al. have theoretically shown [28] that the use
of profiled membranes does not always lead to an improvement in RED performance,
depending on stack features and operating conditions.

It is known that the structure of the membrane surface has an important influence
on the transport of ions and molecules in the processes of conventional electrodialysis
(ED), RED, and dialysis [29–34]. V.V. Nikonenko and co-authors have shown [35,36]
that the microheterogeneity of the membrane surface contributes to the intensification of
mass transfer in overlimiting current modes due to the electroconvection development. In
addition to geometric inhomogeneity, which has a large effect on ion transfer during ED [37],
the ratio of conductive and non-conductive areas on the membrane surface also influences
the electroconvection development [38]. This ratio depends on the content of ion-exchange
resin [39] and its dispersion [40]. Geometric inhomogeneity of the membrane surface
affects its basic properties, such as conductivity and diffusion permeability [27,41]. On
the one hand, the study of the influence of the membrane surface profile on the efficiency
of dialysis separation has shown that the replacement of a smooth membrane with a
profiled one leads to an increase in the amino acid flux due to its facilitated diffusion
and a decrease in a mineral salt flux because of Donnan exclusion [42]. On the other
hand, an increase in the diffusion permeability of profiled membranes in comparison with
smooth ones negatively affects the RED and ED. This problem can be solved by applying
a conductive film of a Nafion-type homogeneous polymer on the membrane profiled
surface [36]. Besides, it might reduce membrane fouling during RED [22,29] and provide
the single charged ion permselectivity for the AEMs [29,43,44]. However, the prospects of
the application of profiled membranes with the layer of a conductive polymer film (profiled
bilayer membrane) in the RED are still unclear.

The selectivity of membranes has a significant effect on the magnitude of the electro-
motive force arising in the RED stack according to the formula [45]

∆EOCV = 2Nmp
tavRT

F
ln

ac

ad
, (1)

where ∆EOCV is the open-circuit potential; R is the universal gas constant; T is the absolute
temperature; F is the Faraday constant; ad and ac are the activities of diluted and concen-
trated electrolyte solutions, respectively; Nmp is the number of membrane pairs, and tav is
the average selectivity of the membrane pair. The membrane selectivity is described by the
counter-ion transport number [32,46,47].

There are several ways to obtain the counter-ion transport number in a membrane,
each of which has its peculiarities [48–50]. The transport number obtained by the poten-
tiometric method does not account for the water transport through the membrane and
is called the apparent ion transport number. In this case, it is necessary to measure the
electroosmotic permeability of a membrane and calculate the “true” ion transport number
by the well-known Scatchard’s equation [48]. The water transport number is traditionally
used to describe the electroosmotic permeability of a membrane. There are two methods
for obtaining the water transport number for IEM. Both of them are very difficult, laborious,
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and time-consuming [51–53]. Using the gravimetric method, the electrode reactions should
be taken into consideration. Besides, the experimental error in determining the solution
weight might be significant. Another method allows evaluating the water transport values
only for solutions that contain the chloride anions because only reversible Ag/AgCl elec-
trodes can be used for this experiment. Another way to determine the counter-ion transport
number is by measuring the flux of all the ions transported through the CEMs and AEMs
under the direct current [50,54–56]. However, it is also difficult and time-consuming to do
routine experiments and needs a lot of equipment to provide correct experimental results.
Besides, like the potentiometric method, this one must consider the water transport through
the membrane. The chronopotentiograms of IEM make it possible to determine the ion
transport number from the transition time [57–59].

A two-phase microheterogeneous model can be used to estimate the counter-ion
transport number of a membrane by the formula [60–62]

t∗counter =
z2

counterL∗
counter

z2
counterL∗

counter + z2
coL∗

co
, (2)

where t∗counter is the counter-ion transport number, zcounter and zco are the number of counter-
and co-ion charges, respectively, and L∗

counter and L∗
co are the phenomenological electrod-

iffusion coefficients of counter- and co-ions, respectively. The phenomenological elec-
trodiffusion coefficients and counter-ion transport numbers are calculated based on the
concentration dependences of the membrane conductivity and diffusion permeability. A
systematic study of the properties of basic industrial membranes and the identification of
the effects of temperature and pressure on them, as well as the subsequent application of a
layer of sulfonated polymer, allows us to create approaches to optimizing the properties of
commercial materials by modifying them.

Thus, the aim of this work is to assess the type of surface profile of CEMs’ and AEMs’
effect on their basic properties, such as conductivity, diffusion permeability, and selectivity,
as well as the efficiency of the application of profiled single layer and bilayer membranes
in the process of electrical energy generation by the RED.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Membranes

The MK-40 CEM and MA-41 AEM (Ltd. “Innovative Enterprise Shchekinoazot,” Tula
Region, Russia) were used as the initial membranes. Both membranes are heterogeneous
materials, consisting of ion-exchange resins, polyethylene, and reinforcing polyamide mesh.
Ion-exchange resins are polystyrene crosslinked by divinylbenzene containing the sulfo
groups as fixed ions in the case of MK-40 membrane and the mainly quaternary amines
and small amounts of secondary and tertiary amines as fixed groups in the case of MA-41
membrane. Table 1 shows the main characteristics of initial and modified membranes. The
ion-exchange capacity (IEC) was measured for H+-form samples in the case of the MK-40
membranes and for OH−-form in the case of MA-41. The MK-40 and MA-41 membranes
were immersed in solutions containing the excess of NaOH or HCl, respectively. OH− or
H+ ion concentration in studied solutions was determined by acid-base titration after 24 h,
and the value of IEC was calculated as follows

IEC =
V∆C
mdry

, (3)

where V was the studied solution volume, ∆C was the difference between the initial and
final OH−-ions and H+-ions concentration in the studied solution for the MK-40 and MA-41
membranes, respectively, and mdry was the mass of the dry membrane [63]. The water
uptake was measured by the gravimetric method [64]. The membrane thickness (l) and the
water uptake were obtained for the membranes in Na+- and Cl−-ion forms. The specific
water content, nw, was calculated as the ratio of the water uptake to the IEC value.
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Table 1. The physical-chemical properties of initial and profiled single layer and bilayer membranes.

Membrane Water Uptake, % l, µm nw, mol H2O
mol fixedions IEC, mmol/gdry

MK-40 36 534 15.0

2.12 ± 0.09

MK-40_1P 43 565 19.7
MK-40_2P 41 537 18.2
MK-40_3P 42 538 19.2

MK-40_1PM 41 542 18.4
MK-40_2PM 41 540 18.1
MK-40_3PM 41 550 18.3

MA-41 26 441 23.4

0.84 ± 0.08

MA-41_1P 33 462 32.8
MA-41_2P 30 470 27.6
MA-41_3P 31 495 29.3

MA-41_1PM 32 489 30.9
MA-41_2PM 30 460 28.2
MA-41_3PM 30 490 28.2

The profiled membranes were prepared by the hot pressing method described in [37].
The main peculiarity of this method consists of using a wet membrane. Profiled membranes
were obtained under a pressure of 13 MPa, a temperature of 90 ◦C, and a holding time of
30 s. Three types of press forms were applied to obtain the 3 types of profiled membranes
(Figure 1). The first type of profile (Figure 1a) had alternating stripes of a semicircular
cross-section with a height of 0.35 mm and a distance of 1.5 mm between them. The
second type of profile (Figure 1b) had a depressed tetrahedral pyramid with a base size
of 1.5 × 1.5 mm (visually similar to a waffle print). The third type of profile (Figure 1c)
had convex hemispheres with a 1 mm base diameter at a distance of 1.5 mm from each
other. Profiled samples were marked by the number of a press form and the letter “P,” e.g.,
MK-40_1P or MA-41_1P.
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Figure 1. Images of profiled surfaces of IOMs, where (a) is profile No. 1, (b) is profile No. 2, and (c) is
profile No. 3.

The profiled membranes were used to prepare the bilayer membranes with the sul-
fonated perfluoropolymer MF-4SK layer on the profiled surface. A mixture of a 10%
solution of sulfonated LF-4SK perfluoropolymer in isopropanol (JSC Plastpolymer, St. Pe-
tersburg, Russia) and acetic acid was cast on the profiled surface of the membranes accord-
ing to the method described in detail in [37,65]. These samples were marked by the number
of a profile type and letters “PM” (profiled and modified), e.g., MK-40_1PM or MA-41_1PM.
Thus, two series of modified membranes were obtained: single-layer CEMs and AEMs
with 3 types of profiled surfaces and bilayer ones with a homogeneous MF-4SK film.
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After preparation, all the membranes were pretreated by the standard procedure [48,64,66],
including surface cleaning with CCl4 for degreasing, immersion in ethanol for 6 h to remove
monomer and oligomer residues from the ion-exchange resin, and sequential immersion in
300 g/L, 100 g/L, 30 g/L NaCl solutions for 24 h in each step for gradual swelling, swollen
membranes were washed by deionized water.

2.2. Scanning Electron Microscopy

The studies of the surface morphology of the dry membranes were carried out by
low vacuum scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using a JSM-7500 scanning electron
microscope (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan). A thin carbon layer was deposited on the surface of the
membranes before the study.

2.3. Conductivity and Diffusion Permeability Measurements

The conductivity of IEMs (km) was obtained from the active part of the membrane AC
resistance measured by the mercury contact method [67] by the formula

km =
l

Rm · S
, (4)

where Rm was the membrane resistance and S was the membrane area. The resistance
was measured using the potentiostat-galvanostat Autolab PGSTAT302N equipped with an
FRA-32 impedance unit (Metrohm Autolab B.V., Utrecht, The Netherlands).

The diffusion permeability of IEMs was obtained using a non-flow two chambers
cell (Figure 2) using the method described in [66]. The studied membrane separated two
chambers. The first chamber contained a studied solution, whereas deionized water and
platinum electrodes for the resistance measurement were in the second. The solutions in
both chambers were stirred. The solution resistance value in the second chamber depended
on the quantity of electrolytes transferred through the membrane.
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The time dependence of conductance in the second chamber was used to calculate the
flux density (jm) and integral diffusion permeability coefficient (Pm) by the formulae

jm =
V
S

K
d( 1

Rs
)

dτ
, (5)

Pm = jm
l

C0
, (6)

where V was the chamber volume (100 mL), Rs was the resistance in the second chamber, τ
was the time of the experiment, C0 was the electrolyte concentration in the first chamber, and
K was the constant of the diffusion cell that depends on the geometry of the electrodes and
the electrolyte nature. The K value was obtained as a slope of dependence in coordinates
C −

(
1

Rs

)
.
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2.4. Current-Voltage Curve Measurements

The current-voltage curve (CVC) of the membrane was measured in 0.05 mol/L NaCl
solutions by the method described elsewhere [68]. The galvanodynamic regime was used
for the CVC measurements at a scanning rate of 10−4 A/s. Direct current was applied to
platinum polarizing electrodes using the Keithley 2420 SourceMeter (Keithley Instruments,
Inc., Cleveland, OH, USA). The potential drop across the membrane under study was
measured using Ag/AgCl electrodes by the Keithley 2701 Ethernet Multimeter/Data
Acquisition System (Keithley Instruments, Inc., Cleveland, OH, USA). These electrodes
were placed in the Luggin–Haber capillaries, which were installed on both sides of the
studied membrane in its geometric center at a distance of about 0.5 mm from the surface.
The solution circulated through each chamber from individual storage tanks at a flow rate
of 14 mL/min.

The parameters of CVC were calculated graphically: the slope of the ohmic section
of the CVC (di/dEohmic, S/m2), the magnitude of the limiting diffusion current density (ilim,
A/m2), the voltage drops of the transition of the IEM into the limiting (∆Elim, V) and the
overlimiting (∆Eoverlim, V) state (Figure 3, sections I and III respectively) and the length of
the limiting current density plateau (∆, V; Figure 3, section II). In the case of a noticeable
slope of the limiting current density plateau, the limiting diffusion current density was
calculated using numerical differentiation.
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The IEMs were equilibrated with the studied solutions before all measurements (con-
ductivity, diffusion permeability, and CVC measurements). All experiments were carried
out at the constant temperature of 25 ◦C and managed at least 3 times. The average val-
ues, standard deviations, confidence intervals, and absolute errors were calculated for all
experimental data using standard features of Microsoft Excel. The km, Pm, and jm determi-
nation errors were under 5% for the smooth membranes and under 10% for the profiled
and bilayer ones. The ilim determination error was under 5%. Other parameters of CVC
determination errors were under 10%. The diffusion permeability and CVC measurements
were performed for both membrane orientations when the profiled or initial membrane
surface is placed toward salt or counter-ion flow. The mark “s” is used to indicate the
orientation of the membrane by the profiled surface towards the flow of salt or counter-ions.
The mark “w” is used for the opposite membrane orientation.

2.5. RED Measurements

The experimental setup included the laboratory RED stack, peristaltic pumps, a set
of resistors with a range of 0.5–500 Ohm, and the Agilent U1251B multimeters (Agilent
Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) for measuring voltage and current (Figure 4). The
laboratory RED stack consisted of 10 chambers, each of which was formed by CEMs
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and AEMs, and 2 electrode chambers. Platinum-coated titanium electrodes were used.
Membranes were separated by polyethylene gaskets, the thickness of which was 0.9 mm.
Inert nylon mesh spacers were placed between the smooth membranes. A mixed solution
of 0.025 mol/L K4[Fe(CN)6] and 0.025 mol/L K3[Fe(CN)6] in 0.25 mol/L NaCl circulated
through the cathode and anode chambers sequentially. CEMs separated the electrode
chambers from other chambers to prevent the migration of ferri-/ferro-cyanide anions.
Concentrated and diluted solutions of sodium chloride were pumped alternately through
adjacent chambers.
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Figure 4. The experimental setup for the RED measurement. “5x” means that this element was
repeated 5 times.

A saturated sodium chloride solution circulated through the first chamber. The
solution was changed after each measurement. Diluted sodium chloride was pumped
through the adjacent chamber. The concentration of the solution was kept constant in
each experiment. The concentration of the diluted sodium chloride solution varied from
2 mg/L (deionized water) to 19 g/L, which roughly corresponds to the salinity of the
Black Sea water. Thus, there were five chambers with the saturated sodium chloride
solution and 5 chambers with the diluted sodium chloride solution. The working size of
each membrane was 5 × 20 cm2. The distance between the membranes was 1 mm. The
volumetric circulation rate of the solutions was 8.57 L/h, which corresponded to a linear
velocity of 0.013 m/s through each chamber of the RED stack.

The voltage values with an open external circuit were recorded every 2 min until a
constant voltage value was reached. This voltage was called the open circuit voltage (OCV).
Then the external circuit, including the ammeter and a resistor with a maximum resistance
of 500 Ohm, was closed, and the values of the current and voltage were measured. Then,
every 2 min, the resistor was replaced by another one with a lower resistance, and the
values of the current and voltage were also recorded. The last values of current and voltage
were measured in the mode of short circuit of the RED stack. The specific power (Powers)
for each resistance was calculated using the formula

Powers =
IU
SN

, (7)

where I was the current, U was the voltage, and N was the number of membranes in the
RED stack.
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A typical dependence of the specific power of the RED stack on the current density
is shown in Figure 5. The maximum value of the specific power was determined for each
concentration ratio and was used to obtain the dependence of the maximum specific power
of the RED stack on the concentration of a diluted sodium chloride solution.
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Based on this dependence, the optimal ratio of the solution concentrations for the
estimation of the maximum value of the specific power was determined.

3. Theoretical Background

According to the microheterogeneous model, there are two conducting phases in the
membrane structure [60–62]. The first phase, which is named the gel phase, consists of the
membrane polymer matrix. In the diluted solution, if the membrane is highly selective
(“ideally” selective), the conductivity of the gel phase is provided only by counter-ions,
which quantity is equal to the number of fixed ions. The second phase includes the internal
solution, which is equal to the external solution in compositions and properties, and it is
called the intergel or solution phase. The general electrodiffusion properties of the IEM are
described by the formula

Lm = [ f1Lα
1 + f2Lα

2 ]
1/α, (8)

where Lm is the electrodiffusion coefficient which is equal to conductivity or differential co-
efficient of diffusion permeability of the entire membrane; f 1 and f 2 are volume fractions of
the gel and intergel phases, respectively, and f 1 + f 2 = 1; L1 and L2 are the phenomenological
electrodiffusion coefficients which are equal to the conductivity or differential coefficient
of diffusion permeability of the gel and intergel phases, correspondingly; α is a structural
parameter characterizing the spatial orientation of the phases inside the membrane (it
might possess the value in the range from −1 to 1 corresponding to serial and parallel
orientation of conducting phases).

On the whole, the migration flux is limited by the counter-ion flux, and the diffusion
flux is limited by the co-ion flux. The conductivity and differential coefficient of diffusion
permeability of the membrane (P*) can be described by the formulae

km = [ f1kα
iso + f2kα]1/α, (9)

P∗ =
[

f1(GC)α + f2Dα
]1/α, (10)

where kiso and k are the conductivities of the gel and intergel phases correspondingly, G is
the complex parameter that describes the diffusion properties of the gel phase relating to
co-ions, and D is the electrolyte diffusion coefficient in solution.
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The G parameter includes the membrane properties that are the most difficult to
determine and can be described as follows

G = KDDco/Q, (11)

G =
P∗

C

(
β − 1

f1

)1/α

, (12)

where KD is the Donnan constant, Dco is the diffusion coefficient of the co-ions in the gel
phase of the membrane, Q is the ion-exchange capacity of the gel phase, and Q = Q/ f1.
Parameter G can be calculated by the Formula (12) if the concentration dependence of the
diffusion permeability is increasing and the β value is higher than 1.

Otherwise, the G parameter is obtained by the Formula (11). However, the experimen-
tal determination of the Donnan constant and the diffusion coefficient of the co-ions in the
gel phase of the membrane is very difficult, which limits the use of Formula (11) for the G
parameter calculation.

Parameter α tends to zero for most membranes [48,60], which corresponds to the
chaotic distribution of conducting phases, and the Formula (9) is converted to

km = k f1
iso × k f2 , (13)

The transport-structural parameters (f 1 and f 2, α, G) are estimated using the concentra-
tion dependences of the conductivity and diffusion permeability of a membrane. The kiso,
f1, and f 2 parameters are determined from the dependence log km = f (log k) by the formula

logkm = f1 × logkiso + f2 × logk, (14)

where f 2 is the slope of this dependence and kiso is calculated from f1 × logkiso.
The counter-ion transport number is calculated by the Formula (2). It includes the

L∗
counter and L∗

co phenomenological electrodiffusion coefficients, which are calculated by
the formula

L∗
counter =

kdc
m

2F2

[
1 +

√
1 − 2P∗CF2

RTkdc
m π±

]
, (15)

L∗
co =

kdc
m

2F2

[
1 −

√
1 − 2P∗CF2

RTkdc
m π±

]
, (16)

where kdc
m is the membrane conductivity under direct current, π± is the correction factor for

the solution nonideality, and P* is the differential coefficient of the diffusion permeability
of the membrane. The correction factor for the solution nonideality is calculated by

π± = 1 +
dlnγ±
dlnC

, (17)

where γ± is the average ionic activity coefficient of the electrolyte solution.
The kdc

m is calculated by
kdc

m = kmt f2
counter, (18)

where tcounter is the counter-ion transport number in the electrolyte solution. The differential
coefficient of the diffusion permeability of the membrane is calculated by the formula

P∗ = Pm × β, (19)

where β is the model parameter, which is defined as the slope of the dependence log jm = f
(log C).

Obviously, the density of the diffusion flux through the membrane always grows
with an increase in the concentration of the electrolyte solution. However, the differential
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coefficient of the membrane diffusion permeability can both increase and decrease with
increasing solution concentration. It depends on the form of the concentration profile in
the membrane phase. The β model parameter shows the form of the concentration profile
of the electrolyte in the membrane. If β is equal to 1, the form of the concentration profile
in the membrane phase is linear, and the P* value does not depend on the electrolyte
concentration. If β is higher than 1, the form of the concentration profile in the membrane
phase is convex, and P* increases with the electrolyte solution concentration. If β is lower
than 1, the concentration profile in the membrane phase is concave, and P* decreases with
the electrolyte solution concentration.

Thus, the experimental data on the concentration dependences of the conductivity
and diffusion permeability of a membrane allows for defining the volume fraction and
conductivity of the conducting phases, their relative position, and the membrane selectivity.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Study of the Membrane Surface by SEM

An important aspect is to identify the effect of profiling and subsequent covering of an
MF-4SK layer on the change in the microstructure of the membrane surface. Figure 6 shows
the membrane surfaces with different profile shapes before and after the application of an
MF 4SK layer. It can be seen that for membranes with profiles 1 and 3, the reinforcing mesh
has come into view on the membrane surface. Also, there are rough defects both in the
base of the profile elements and their surfaces. In the case of profile No. 2, the elements of
the reinforcing mesh are not visible on the membrane surface. However, the major defects
in the shape of a depressed tetrahedral pyramid with dimensions up to 120 µm × 200 µm
(Figure 6c) appear in the depth of formed elements of the profile. Such changes can lead to a
significant increase in diffusion transfer. The casting of the MF-4SK layer on the membrane
surfaces with profiles No. 1 and No. 3 leads to the covering of most of the defects with a
polymer film (Figure 6b,f). However, in the case of profile No. 2, it is not always possible to
ensure complete coverage of all elements of the profile with the MF-4SK film, and rather
large defects remain at the top of the depressed tetrahedral pyramid. The decrease in the
depth of the profile element, in this case, would probably ensure complete coverage of the
membrane surface with the MF-4SK film.

Analysis of the membrane surface images obtained with 550× magnification shows
that individual grains of ion-exchange resin surrounded by amorphous polyethylene are
clearly visible on the membrane surface without MF-4SK film. After the MF-4SK film
casting, the membrane surface becomes more uniform, and it is no longer possible to visu-
alize individual grains of the ion-exchange material. These results are in good agreement
with the results of studying the surface of a heterogeneous MK-40 membrane covered
with an MF-4SK layer by SEM and AFM methods [37,69], showing that the appearance of
the MF-4SK film on the surface of a heterogeneous membrane causes its homogenization.
Analysis of the membranes’ cross-section images permits the establishment of the thickness
of the modifier film, which is 14–25 µm.

It should be noted that these studies were performed for dry membrane samples. The
formation of cavities and channels transporting the ions and solvent takes place in IEMs
during their swelling as a result of solvent sorption. That is why the structure of wet and dry
membranes is quite different. In addition, the results relate mainly to the membrane surface
and do not lead to the conclusion of possible changes inside the membrane. On the whole,
the deposition of the MF 4SK film on the profiled membrane surface leads to an almost
complete disappearance of large defects on the surface for all samples and a significant
decrease in their microheterogeneity. Such changes should provide an improvement in the
membrane transport properties, including a decrease in nonselective diffusion transfer of
electrolytes through large pores.
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4.2. Diffusion Permeability of the Ion-Exchange Membranes

The diffusion permeability is the main property of IEM because it depends on the
membrane selectivity and affects the efficiency of membrane processes. As for ED, the
lower the diffusion permeability of IEM is, the higher the ED efficiency is because the
migration and diffusion fluxes run in opposite directions. The reason for the appearance
of the diffusion flow during ED is the concentration polarization phenomena. In the case
of RED, the diffusion flow across the IEM is a consequence of a concentration gradient
between the surrounding chambers. It leads to a decrease in the concentration gradient,
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which has a negative effect. However, the high diffusion flow across the IEM is positive for
the diffusion dialysis process. The study of the diffusion permeability for modified and
initial membranes in the NaCl solutions is performed.

Figure 7 shows the concentration dependences of the differential coefficients of the
diffusion permeability and diffusion fluxes for both initial membranes. These curves have
a typical shape for IEM. The values of P* for the MK-40 membranes are about two times
higher than for the MA-41 membranes.
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Figure 7. The concentration dependencies of the diffusion flux densities (a) and the differential
diffusion permeability coefficient (b) of the MK-40 (1) and MA-41 (2) membranes in the NaCl
solutions.

As expected, the formation of a profile on the membrane surface in all cases leads to
an increase in the diffusion flux through the membrane due to the appearance of structural
defects between the ion-exchange resin and polyethylene on the profiled membrane surface.
Besides, the asymmetry of the P* and jm values depending on the orientation of the mem-
brane surface to the electrolyte flux (Figure 8a,b, shaded rectangles) is found. These effects
are more pronounced for the MK-40 membrane. The highest value is obtained for the
MK-40_2P sample in the case of s orientation: the jm values are 12–18 times higher than that
for the initial membrane. The jm values for the MK-40_1P sample in the case of the w orien-
tation and for the MK-40_3P sample in both orientations are in the range from 0.2 × 10−5

to 7 × 10−5 mol/(m2 × s) in the entire concentration range of the studied solutions, that
is 4–15 times higher than the original membrane. The lowest diffusion permeability for
MK-40_1P membranes in s-orientation is slightly higher than for the MK-40_3P membrane
in both orientations. Thus, the MK-40_3P membrane has the lowest diffusion permeability.
As for MA-41 membranes, the jm values for MA-41_1P and MA-41_2P samples in both
orientations are in the range from 0.2 × 10−5 to 3.3 × 10−5 mol/(m2 × s) in the entire
concentration range of the studied solutions, that is 4–8 times higher compared to the
original membrane. The MA-41_3P sample has lower diffusion permeability values than
MA-41_1P and MA-41_2P membranes. However, the jm values remain about three times
higher compared to the original MA-41 membrane.
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Figure 8. The flux density for the initial MK-40 (a) and MA-41 (b) membranes (line), the profiled
membrane (shaded rectangles), and the profiled membranes with an MF-4SK layer (one-colored
rectangles) in a 1 M NaCl solution. The number on the abscissa axis corresponds to the number of the
sample profile in Table 1, and the letter corresponds to the orientation of the sample.

The MF-4SK layer on the surface of the profiled MK-40 membrane leads to a decrease
in the diffusion permeability: P* and jm values for all samples are about 1.2–2.6 times lower
than for a single-layer profiled MK-40 membrane. This is a predictable result, which is
associated with a decrease in membrane surface defects formed during their profiling [27].
It is not obvious why the MF-4SK layer on the MK-40_1P membrane surface leads to an
increase in the diffusion permeability for the w-orientation. This result can be explained
by the fact that the measurement error of diffusion through profiled membranes is higher
compared to smooth ones and by the general surface heterogeneity of a heterogeneous
membrane, that in some cases leads to a significant difference in experimental characteristics
(about 10%) for different samples of the same membrane.

Unlike the MK-40 membrane, the MF-4SK layer on the MA-41 membrane surface
leads to an increase in the P* and jm values for all samples, with the exception of the
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MA-41_3PM membrane for the s-orientation. The differences between these values for MA-
41_3PM and MA-41_3P membranes do not exceed the experimental error (Figure 8b). These
results are more pronounced for diluted solutions: their jm values in 0.1 M NaCl are about
3–5 times higher than those of profiled membranes without the MF-4SK layer. Besides, the
shape of the concentration dependencies of the diffusion permeability coefficients changes
after casting the MF-4SK layer on the membranes profiled surfaces for all samples: these
dependencies became decreasing (Figure 9). As usual, such shapes of P*-C dependence
have been observed for solutions containing multiple charged ions, which are the counter-
ions for the membrane [70]. The possible reasons for such a significant change in the shape
of the concentration dependence of the diffusion permeability of membranes are discussed
in Section 4.4. in detail.
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Figure 9. Concentration dependencies of the diffusion permeability of the initial MA-41 membrane
and profiled bilayer membranes.

The increases in diffusion permeability can be explained by the formation of a mosaic
membrane structure. In this case, the flux of cations passes through the cation-exchange
parts of the membrane, and the flux of anions passes through anion-exchange parts of the
membrane [71,72]. The bilayer AEMs having a mosaic structure are prospective for the
separation of electrolytes, which contain monovalent/divalent ions [73].

The asymmetry of the diffusion permeability for all of the profiled membranes was
found to be more pronounced in diluted solutions. However, it was not possible to reveal a
clear dependence. At the same time, for the MK-40 membranes, in most cases, the value of
Ps is higher than of Pw, and the ratio of these values ranges from 2.8 to 1.0. The exceptions
are MK-40_3PM and MA-41_3PM samples. The dependence is reversed for MK-40_3PM
membrane in solutions with concentrations above 0.5 M, and the asymmetry coefficient is
0.6–0.5. The asymmetry coefficient is 0.7–0.8 in the entire range of studied concentrations
for the MA-41_3PM membrane.

The analysis of the experimental results shows that the minimum diffusion permeabil-
ity values are observed for the MK-40_3PM and MA-41_3PM samples, which makes these
membranes the most promising for use in the ED and RED. At the same time, these samples
have a higher diffusion permeability in comparison with the original membranes, which
allows us to conclude that their use in the processes of dialysis separation of solutions is
promising.
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4.3. Conductivity of the Ion-Exchange Membranes

The conductivity is the most important property of the IEM, which influences the
efficiency of the electromembrane processes. Figure 10 shows the concentration dependen-
cies of the conductivity of initial, profiled, and bilayer profiled membranes. The km of the
MK-40 membrane is two times higher than that of MA-41, which is caused by the lower
ion-exchange capacity of the MA-41 membrane. The conductivity of all profiled CEMs
increases in the range of solution concentrations above 0.2 M compared to the smooth one.
The highest conductivity values are observed for the MK-40_3P sample. The conductivity
of this membrane is 1.6 times higher in 1 M NaCl solution than of the initial membrane. The
conductivity of MK-40_2P and MK-40_1P samples increases by about 1.4 times compared to
the initial MK-40 membrane in the same solution. This fact indirectly indicates an increase
in the volume fraction of the solution phase in the membrane. The gel phase has a higher
conductivity in the diluted solutions compared to the conductivity of a solution phase due
to the high concentration of fixed ions and, consequently, the counter-ions. Consequently,
an increase in the volume fraction of the solution phase in an IEM should lead to a decrease
in its conductivity in the diluted solutions. This effect is observed for profiled membranes
in the low concentration region (up to 0.025 M NaCl). The conductivity of the initial
membrane remains significantly higher than that of profiled membranes (Figure 10b). The
solution conductivity inside the membrane becomes higher than during the membrane
gel phase in concentrated solutions. Therefore, the overall conductivity will be higher for
samples with a larger volume fraction of the solution phase in the membrane. It is observed
for profiled CEMs.
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Figure 10. Concentration dependences of conductivity (a,c) and their initial sections (b,d) for smooth,
profiled (a,b) and bilayer profiled (c,d) MK-40 membranes in NaCl solutions.
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Similar changes in conductivity are observed for the profiled MA-41 AEMs (Figure 11a),
but they are less pronounced. Thus, an increase in the conductivity of profiled AEMs is
observed in a sodium chloride concentration higher than 0.5 M and does not exceed
9%. The shape of the profile also does not have any significant effect on the value of
conductivity. The conductivity values of the MA-41_2P membrane turn out to be the
highest in comparison with the other two profiled membranes in solution concentrations
below 0.5 M. The conductivity of the MA-41_2P sample is 19% lower than the initial one in
0.002 M NaCl. As for the MA-41_1P and MA 41_3P samples, their conductivity decreases
by 36–40% compared to the initial membrane. On the whole, the conductivity values for
MA-41_1P and MA-41_3P samples are approximately the same.
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Figure 11. Concentration dependences of conductivity for initial, profiled (a), and bilayer profiled
(b) MA-41 membranes in NaCl solutions.

The main expected result from the application of the MF-4SK layer to the profiled
surface of the membrane is the coverage of large defects, which have been formed as a result
of membrane profiling. In general, the results of the membrane surface visualization, as
well as the study of the diffusion permeability of all membranes, confirmed the achievement
of this result. It is also well known that the conductivity of the MF-4SK membrane is much
higher than that of the MK-40 and MA-41 membranes. So, the km of the MF-4SK, MK-40,
and MA-41 membranes are about 1 S/m, [74] 0.69 S/m, and 0.32 S/m in 0.1 M NaCl,
respectively. Thus, an increase in conductivity can be expected after the deposition of the
MF-4SK layer on the membrane surface. The conductivity of the smooth anion-exchange
heterogeneous membrane with an MF-4SK layer is about 10–15% higher than that of the
initial one [64]. However, the increase in the conductivity values after casting the MF 4SK
layer on the profiled surfaces is observed only for MK-40_1PM, MK-40_2PM, MA 41_2PM,
and MA-41_3PM membranes in diluted solutions.

The more pronounced increases in conductivity are found for CEMs. The km of the
MK 40_1PM and MK-40_2PM membranes are higher, by about 30–35%, than the MK-40_1P
and MK-40_2P membranes. As for AEMs, the increase in the km value is less than 25%
and 30% for the MA-41_2PM and MA-41_3PM membranes, respectively. The conductivity
of the MK-40_3PM membrane is the same as that of the MK-40_3P one. These facts are
explained by the small thickness of the MF-4SK layer. The conductivity of all the profiled
CEMs, which have been modified by the MF-4SK layer, remains higher than that of the
initial membrane in concentrated solutions.

Another effect is observed for the MA-41_1PM membrane. The conductivity of this
membrane decreases when the MF-4SK layer appears on the profiled surface. The higher
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the concentration of the solution, the more essential the conductivity decrease is (Figure 11b,
orange rhombi). This unexpected effect can be explained as follows. A large number of
defects have appeared on the surface of this membrane due to profiling. As a result, the
area of contact between the MF-4SK layer and the grains of the ion-exchange resin greatly
increases. In this case, some of the fixed MF-4SK groups can compensate for the charge
of the amino groups of the MA-41 membrane, which leads to the observed decrease in
conductivity.

4.4. Selectivity and Transport-Structural Parameters of the Ion-Exchange Membranes

The transport-structural parameters of the IEMs are obtained based on the concen-
tration dependences of the diffusion permeability and membrane conductivity by the
procedure described in Section 3. The α, β, f 1, f2, and kiso parameters for all membranes are
estimated (Table 2, Figure 12). The G parameter is calculated by the Formula (10) for all
CEMs. As for AEMs, the G parameter is determined only for initial and profiled membranes
due to the abnormal shape of P*-C dependencies for bilayer profiled membranes. In this
case, the values of the β parameter are less than one.

Table 2. The transport-structural parameters of initial, single, and bilayer profiled membranes.

Membrane Orientation α β G×10−17, m5/(mol × s)

CEMs

MK-40 0.36 1.17 18.35

MK-40_P1
w 0.31 1.09 5.94
s 0.41 1.02 2.75

MK-40_P2
w 0.52 1.00 0.18
s 0.53 1.02 27.83

MK-40_P3
w 0.43 1.12 84.41
s 0.53 0.81 –

MK-40_P1M
w 0.50 1.15 576.81
s 0.55 1.09 380.44

MK-40_P2M
w 0.53 1.19 1556.41
s 0.54 1.23 1042.31

MK-40_P3M
w 0.47 1.09 57.87
s 0.49 0.78 –

AEMs

MA-41 0.31 1.22 7.96

MA-41_P1
w 0.27 1.25 58.19
s 0.31 1.08 2.76

MA-41_P2
w 0.39 1.01 0.05
s 0.39 0.96 –

MA-41_P3
w 0.23 1.26 22.44
s 0.26 1.14 4.28

MA-41_P1M
w 0.48 0.61 –
s 0.50 0.56 –

MA-41_P2M
w 0.61 0.63 –
s 0.67 0.55 –

MA-41_P3M
w 0.48 0.75 –
s 0.45 0.70 –
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Figure 12. The volume fraction of a gel phase (f 1 parameter) (a,b) and the conductivity of the gel
phase (c,d) for initial (line), profiled (shaded rectangles), and bilayer profiled membranes (one-colored
rectangles). The number on the abscissa axis corresponds to the number of the sample profile in
Table 1.

Creating a profile on the MK-40 membrane’s surface leads to the formation of structural
defects between the ion-exchange resin particles and polyethylene, independent of what
method is used. This effect is accompanied by a decrease in volume fractions of the gel
phase (f 1 parameter), an increase in volume fractions of the solution phase (f 2 parameter),
and a change in the relative position of these phases. The increase in the α parameter
indicates the growth in parallel connection of conducting phases.

The application of the MF-4SK layer on profiled membrane leads to the filling of
the structure defects both on the surface and in the membrane volume. It is confirmed
by a change in the values of the f 1, f2, and α parameters: if the changes in the structure
affected only the surface, the volume fractions of the conducting phases and their mutual
arrangement would not change. However, the values of the f 1 and α parameters increase.
Moreover, the values of the α parameter for modified membranes are almost independent
of the profile shape and orientation of the membrane to the electrolyte solution flux.

The form of the electrolyte concentration profile inside the membrane phase changes
due to the change in the membrane structure as a result of pressing. The membrane orienta-
tion towards the electrolyte flux also affects the concentration profile form, which changes
from convex in the initial MK-40 membrane to concave in the MK-40_3PM membrane. It is
indicated by the corresponding changes in the value of the β parameter: 1.17 for the MK-40
membrane and 0.78 for the MK-40_3PM membrane in the case of its orientation with the
modified side to the electrolyte flux. At the same time, surface modification leads to an
increase in the β parameter for the MK-40_1PM and MK-40_2PM samples, regardless of
orientation.
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The G parameter is the most sensitive to the membrane profile form, modification, and
orientation of the membrane to the salt flow. Differences in the values of this parameter
for the MK-40_2P single and MK-40_2PM bilayer profiled samples exceed two orders of
magnitude. However, it is not possible to identify the regularities between the change in
this parameter and the mentioned factors.

In the case of pressing the MA-41 membrane, the character of changes in the f 1 and
α parameters are similar to the MK-40 membrane. At the same time, the modification of
the surface of the AEM with a cation-exchange polymer leads to a decrease in the β value
by almost two times as a result of the formation of a mosaic structure. It corresponds to
a concave form of the concentration profile and a decrease in the differential coefficient
of diffusion permeability with an increase in the concentration of electrolyte solutions. It
should be noted that the β and G parameters strongly depend on both the pressing method
and orientation of the membrane towards the salt flow.

In general, the observed increase in the membrane diffusion permeability coeffi-
cients after profiling and coating by MF-4SK indicates a decrease in membrane selectivity.
Figure 13 shows the concentration dependences of the counter-ion transport numbers in
the membranes, which are calculated using the procedure described in Section 2.2.
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Figure 13. The concentration dependencies of the counter-ion transport number in the MK-40
CEMs (a,b) and MA-41 AEMs (c,d), where (a,c) are profiled membranes, (b,d) are bilayer profiled
membranes.

The values of the transport numbers of counter-ions in the membrane decrease with
an increase in the electrolyte solution concentration for all samples. It is consistent with
the known data [48,74,75]. The reduction of t∗i in both initial membranes is no more than
2%. Creating a profile on the membrane’s surface leads to a decrease in the values of t∗i for
all samples. The values of the counter-ion transport numbers in the profiled membranes
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depend on the orientation of profiled surface towards the counter-ion flux. This effect is
more pronounced for the MK-40 membranes than for the MA-41 ones.

The profile forms affect the decrease in t∗i only for the MK-40 membranes. The most
significant decrease in counter-ion transport numbers is observed for the sample with
profile No. 2, less significant for the sample with profile 1, and the smallest for the sample
with profile No. 3.

As expected, applying the MF-4SK layer on the profiled membrane surface leads to an
increase in the values of t∗i for all membrane samples (Figure 13b,d). The maximum values
of t∗i are observed for the samples with profile No. 3 for both types of membranes.

Thus, the study of the conductivity, diffusion permeability, and selectivity of the
single and bilayer profiled membranes has shown that the most promising samples for
the application in the RED are the MK-40_3PM and MA-41_3PM membranes with profile
No. 3.

4.5. Current-Voltage Curves of the Ion-Exchange Membranes

Figure 14 shows the CVCs for the initial MK-40 and MA-41 membranes. The CVCs
have a typical form that has three regions: the ohmic section, the plateau of the limiting
current, and the overlimiting region. The current and potential drop are linearly increasing
at the ohmic section (Figure 14, section I). Since the transport numbers of counter-ions in
the membrane are higher than in solution, the concentration of counter-ions in the depleted
diffusion layer decreases. An increase in current leads to a decrease in the concentration of
counter-ions in the diffusion layer, and at a certain value of the current density, called the
limiting current density, their concentration tends to zero. In this case, a further increase
in the current density due to an increase in the flux of electrolyte ions with an increase in
the applied voltage becomes impossible, and a plateau of the limiting current appears on
the CVC (Figure 14, section II). An increase in the current density above the limiting value
is associated with the development of coupled phenomena of concentration polarization,
the main of which are electroconvection and water splitting [35,76–81]. These phenomena
correspond to the overlimiting section of the CVC (Figure 14, section III).
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Figure 14. The CVCs of the initial MK-40 and MA-41 membranes in a 0.05 M NaCl solution: I—the
ohmic section; II—the plateau of limiting current; III—the overlimiting region.

The ilim value for the MK-40 membrane is 36% lower than for MA-41 (Figure 14). The
electromembrane systems conductivities, which are defined as the slope of the ohmic section
of the CVC (di/dEohmic), are 1.8 times higher for the MK-40 membrane compared to the MA-
41 one. This is consistent with the results obtained from the AC conductivity measurements
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given in Section 4.3. The plateau length is significantly longer for the MA-41 membrane,
which may be associated with the later development of electroconvection due to the higher
catalytic activity of secondary and tertiary amino groups in the water splitting [82]. It is
known that water splitting prevents the development of electroconvection [81,83]. A less
significant contribution of electroconvection to the overlimiting transfer is also indicated
by the lower conductivity of the electromembrane system with the MA-41 membrane in
the overlimiting region.

Formation of the profile on the surface of the CEMs and AEMs leads to changes in
CVCs. Figure 15 shows the CVCs of the profiled and bilayer profiled membranes with
profile No. 3. The main difference between the CVCs of the profiled CEMs from the initial
smooth ones is the asymmetry of the plateau length. When the profiled surface faces the
counter-ion flux, the limiting current plateau length is about 20% longer than that for the
initial membrane. The plateau length is 30% less than that of the initial membrane in the
case of opposite orientation. The values of ilim are equal for all CEMs. The deposition of an
MF-4SK layer on the profiled surface of the MK-40 membrane practically does not lead to a
change in the CVC compared with the single-layer profiled membrane.
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Figure 15. The CVCs of the profiled (a,b) and profiled with MF-4SK layers (c,d) MK-40 (a,c) and
MA-41 membranes (b,d) in a 0.05 M NaCl solution with different membrane orientations to the flow
of counter-ions indicated by the mark “s” and “w”. The dashed line shows the limiting current
density for the initial membranes.
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Profiling the surface of the AEM, as well as of the CEM, leads to an asymmetry in the
plateau length. The effect of asymmetry in the case of the profiled AEM is more pronounced,
and for both orientations of the membrane, an increase in the plateau length is observed in
comparison with the initial MA-41 membrane. The plateau length increases by 2.5 times
when the profiled surface is oriented toward the counter-ion flux and only by 20% for
the opposite orientation. In addition, the limiting current density of profiled MA-41_3P
membrane is 10% higher for orientation with the profiled side toward the counter-ion flux
and is 20% higher for opposite orientation than of the initial one.

The invariability of the value of the limiting current density for profiled CEMs and the
increase in this value for the AEM in comparison with the initial membrane are interesting.
There are a number of possible reasons that could lead to such changes which should be
considered. The limiting current density is calculated by the formula

ilim =
DCF

(t∗i − ti)δ
+

P∗FC
l(t∗i − ti)

, (20)

where δ is the thickness of the diffusion layer [84]. It is obvious that the decreases in
the transport number of the counter-ion in the membrane, the membrane thickness, the
thickness of the diffusion layer, and the increase in the diffusion permeability after profiling
lead to the rise of the ilim value. A change in the membrane surface area should also lead to
a change in the ilim value. The growth of the limiting current is observed only for AEMs.
The transport numbers of the counter-ion in all profiled membranes are slightly decreased
in the region of diluted solutions (Figure 13). The growth of the membrane diffusion
permeability after profiling is more pronounced for CEMs. So, these facts cannot fully
explain the observed effects. Neither the change in the membrane area nor the thickness
of the diffusion layer after profiling can be determined. But it can be assumed that the
observed effects are determined by the relationship between the change in the surface
area of the membrane, its thickness in the regions corresponding to the protrusions and
depressions of the relief, and the thickness of the depleting diffusion layer. However, this
assumption requires additional research.

It has been proposed that creating a profile on the membrane surface would provide
favorable conditions for earlier development of electroconvection. However, obtained
results show a later transition of the electromembrane system from the limiting state to
the overlimiting one in all cases when the membrane profiled surface is turned to the
counter-ion flux. It can be assumed that the large dimensions of profile elements complicate
the formation of electroconvective vortices at the membrane surface.

Figure 15d shows the CVCs for the MA-41_3PM membrane, which are very different
from the other CVCs, especially in the case of orientation by a profiled surface with an
MF-4SK layer towards counter-ion flux (s-orientation). The ilim value for s-orientation is two
and three times lower than the initial MA-41 membrane and opposite to the w-orientation
of the MA-41_3PM membrane, respectively. This effect could be explained by the formation
of bipolar junctions between positively charged amino groups of the AEM and negatively
charged sulfo-groups of the MF-4SK layer that leads to catalytic water splitting. The same
behavior for an asymmetric bipolar membrane consisting of layers of unequal thickness
is described elsewhere [65,85,86]. Such membranes can be effective in the separation of
single and multiply charged ions [43,87] or organic and inorganic ions [88]. The positive
effect is an increase in the conductivity of the electromembrane system for the MA-41_3PM
membrane in the overlimiting state compared to initial membranes.

The CVCs for the CEMs showed that the single and bilayer profiled membranes have
the same transport properties until the current density is limited and slightly deteriorates in
the overlimiting current mode. The profiled AEM has higher values of the limiting current
density in comparison with a smooth membrane which makes it promising for use in ED
processes.
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4.6. Application of Profiled and Bilayer Profiled Membranes in Reverse Electrodialysis

Figure 16 shows the power density dependencies of RED on the current density for
different concentrations of the diluted solution. Four types of the RED stack with different
membranes have been tested. The first stack consists of initial smooth MK 40 and MA
41 membranes (Figure 16a), the second one consists of profiled MK 40_3P and MA 41_3P
membranes (Figure 16b), the third one consists of bilayer profiled MK 40_3PM and MA
41_3PM membranes (Figure 16c), and the fourth one consists of bilayer profiled MK 40_3PM
membranes and initial smooth MA 41 membranes (Figure 16d). All of these dependencies
have a typical form and allow us to determine the maximum power density value for each
studied concentration of a diluted solution (Figure 17).
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Figure 16. Power density versus current density at different concentrations (g/L) of NaCl in diluted
solution for different kinds of membranes into the RED stack: initial smooth MA-41 and MK-40
membranes (a), profiled MA-41_3P and MK-40_3P membranes (b), profiled bilayer MA-41_3PM and
MK-40_3PM membranes (c), initial smooth MA-41 and profiled modified MK-40_3PM membranes
(d). The concentration values are shown in each figure.
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Figure 17. Influence of diluted solution concentration on power density for different membrane
stacks with the initial smooth MK-40 and MA-41 membranes (1), the profiled MK-40_3P and MA-
41_3P membranes (2), the profiled bilayer MK-40_3PM and MA-41_3PM membranes (3), the profiled
modified MK-40_3PM and the initial smooth MA-41 membranes (4).

An increase in the concentrations of sodium chloride in a diluted solution leads to an
increase in power density in all cases at the region of low concentrations due to a growth
in the solution conductivity (Figure 17). The power density begins to decrease when the
concentration of the diluted solution reaches a certain value due to the reduction in the
concentration gradient between the chambers. The values of these concentrations are
different for each RED stack in the range of 1–3 g/L. Creating a profile on the membrane
surface leads to a two-fold decrease in the obtained power density as a result of declining
their selectivity (Figures 16b and 17, black rhombi). Using bilayer profiled membranes
leads to a decrease in the maximum power density to 0.11 W/m2 (Figures 16c and 17,
orange rectangles) because of the appearance of the bipolar contact between the MF-4SK
layer and the substrate of the MA-41 membrane. To eliminate this negative effect, the initial
smooth MA-41 membrane is used as an AEM. The obtained power grows up to 0.21 W/m2

(Figure 16c) when using a modified profiled MK 40_3PM membrane and the initial MA
41 one. But this value is lower than the power density for initial smooth membranes
(Figure 16a). The maximum value of the power for the MK 40_3PM and the initial MA 41
membrane has been obtained at a diluted solution with a salinity of 1 g/L (Figure 17, green
triangle). While in the case of both profiled membranes, the maximum value has been
obtained at the concentration of 3 g/L (Figure 17, black rhombi) due to the lower electrical
resistance of the RED stack with profiled membranes.

It should be noted that the discussed power density values are gross values, and they
do not take into account the pumping power, which is several times lower in the case of
channels formed by profiled membranes than by inert spacers [6,24,28].

Despite the obvious negative effect of using obtained profiled membranes in the
process of RED, it can be seen that the properties of IEMs have a significant effect on the
efficiency of RED. At the same time, previously obtained results showed a great efficiency
of using these membranes in the ED process in comparison with smooth membranes [37].
A comparison of the obtained results with those known from the literature for profiled
membranes [6,24,26] suggests that the main disadvantage of the membranes obtained in
this work is the exclusively large size of the profile elements compared to the thickness of
the membrane itself. Optimization of the shape and size of the profile elements, as well as
the profiling procedure, shall be done in such a way that it allows, on the one hand, the
low hydrodynamic resistance of the channel without the use of inert spacers and, on the
other hand, maintaining the transport characteristics of the material at the level of initial
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smooth membranes. In the future, it will allow obtaining profiled membranes that improve
the characteristics of RED.

5. Conclusions

In the present study, single and bilayer profiled membranes with three different
types of surface profiles based on the commercial heterogeneous ion-exchange MK-40 and
MA-41 membranes have been obtained. The bilayer membrane consists of the substrate
profiled membrane and an MF-4SK film, which is a Nafion-type homogeneous CEM, on the
profiled surface. It is shown that membrane profiling leads to an increase in their diffusion
permeability due to the appearance of large defects on their surface. The study of the
microstructure of the surface of profiled membranes before and after deposition of the
MF-4SK film by SEM has shown that large defects appear on the membrane surface during
profiling and then are filled partially or completely with the MF-4SK film. The application
of the MF-4SK film on the profiled surface of CEMs reduces their diffusion permeability by
1.5–2 times. However, in the case of applying the homogeneous film to profiled AEMs, an
increase in the diffusion permeability coefficients is observed. A study of the concentration
dependences of the membranes’ conductivity shows that profiling leads to an increase in
their conductivity in the region of concentrated solutions.

The transport-structural parameters and the transport numbers of counter-ions are
calculated for all studied membranes based on the concentration dependences of the
conductivity and diffusion permeability using a microheterogeneous model. The decrease
of volume fractions of a gel phase, increase of volume fractions of a solution phase, and a
change in the relative position of these phases are found for the profiled IEM. The counter-
ion transport numbers are lower for the profiled membranes than for the smooth ones.
Applying an MF-4SK layer on the profiled membranes surfaces leads to an increase in the
counter-ion transport numbers, but these values are about 2–10% lower than those of the
initial membrane.

Profiling the surface of the IEMs leads to asymmetry in the length of the plateau of
the limiting current: the highest values are observed when the profiled surfaces are turned
to the counter-ions flux. But creating the profile on the AEM surface has a greater effect
on the parameters of the CVCs in contrast with the CEM. So, the limiting current density
practically does not change for the single and bilayer profiled CEM compared with the
initial smooth MK-40 one. But the increase of the limiting current density for the profiled
AEM is found for both membrane orientations, which makes them promising for use in ED
processes. The shape of the CVC of the bilayer AEM is typical for the asymmetric bipolar
membrane due to the formation of bipolar junctions between positively charged amino
groups of the AEM and negatively charged sulfo-groups of the MF-4SK layer, which makes
them promising for use in the separation of single and multiply charged ions.

The study of RED with the initial and different types of profiled membranes in a wide
range of diluted solutions concentrations of sodium chloride is carried out. The use of the
profiled membrane in RED leads to a decrease in the power density in all studied solution
concentrations. This effect is more pronounced for the bilayer profiled membranes: the
maximum power density value, in this case, was five times lower in comparison with the
initial membranes. Thus, it can be noted that obtained membranes can be effectively used
in the processes of dialysis and ED; however, RED requires optimization of the size of the
profile elements.
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